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SIRU DEVELOPMENT FINAL REPORT
ABSTRACT
This report presents a complete description of the development and initial
evaluation of the Strapdown Inertial Reference Unit (SIRU) system sponsored by the
NASA Johnson Space Center under Contract NAS9-8242.
The SIRU configuration is a modular inertial subsystem with hardware and
software features that achieve fault tolerant operational capabilities. The SIRU
redundant hardware design is formulated about a six gyro and six accelerometer
instrument module package. The modules are mounted in this package so that their
measurement input axes form a unique symmetrical pattern that corresponds to
the array of perpendiculars to the faces of a regular dodecahedron. This six axes
array provides redundant independent sensing and the symmetry enables the
formulation of an optimal software redundant data processing structure with self-
contained fault detection and isolation (FBI) capabilities.
This report consists of four volumes.
Volume I, System Development, documents the system mechanization with the
analytic formulation of the FDI and processing structure; the hardware redundancy
design and the individual modularity features; the computational structure and
facilities; and the initial subsystem evaluation results.
Volume II, Gyro Module, is devoted specifically to the Gyro Module, the inertial
instrument and its digital strapdown torque-to-balance loop, the mechanical, thermal,
and electronic design and function, test procedures and test equipment and
performance results and analysis.
Volume III, Software, documents the basic SIRU software coding system used
in the DDP-516 computer. The documentation covers the instrument compensation
software, reorganizational and FDI processing, and the inertial attitude and velocity
algorithm routines as well as servicing, input/output, etc. software.
111
Volume IV, Accelerometer Module, is devoted specifically to the Accelerometer
"Module, the inertial instrument and its digital strapdown torque-to-balance loop,
the mechanical, thermal and electronic design and function and performance results
and analysis, as it differs from the Gyro Module.
In addition to this report, SIRU Utilization Report R-747, has been issued
documenting analyses, software and evaluation activities in the application of advanced












The purpose of creating the SIRU operating system was to implement
and verify operation of the algorithms shown in Figure 1 on an available
laboratory computer (Honeywell DDP-516) at an update rate of 100 times/'
sec. These algorithms can be divided into two sets, an accelerometer
data processor and a gyro data processor. In the strapdownimplementation
it is important to process the accelerometer information into the inertial
frame using the average attitude information over the AV accumulation
period.
The system begins to accumulate AV pulses from the torque to balance
instrument loops after initialization. After 5 ms the system begins to
accumulate A e pulses. Five ms later or 10 ms from initialization the
accelerometer pulse counters give an interrupt and the accelerometer data
processors perform the proper algorithms on the 10 msof AV accumulation.
Five ms later the 10msofA0 accumulation is processed to update attitude.The
accelerometer and gyro algorithm processing loops are performed
alternately every 5 ms thereafter resulting in the required staggering of
these tasks.(This software has also been run at an update rate of 50 times/
second. Ref. SIRU Utilization Report R-747).
Figure 1 shows what is done during either the accelerometer or gyro
5 ms updates. On the accelerometer side we require the system to do the
following tasks.
TASKS
Al) Read the 6 accelerometer counters.
A2) Compensate accelerometers for average scale factor, bias and
the misalignments of each accelerometer's input axis around
their input and penduluous reference axes. 2
A3) Compensate accelerometers for errors due to Ru) and R<i> as
a function of the accelerometers1 positions relative to one
another.
A4) Accumulate corrected accelerometer body output for failure
detection and isolation.



































































































































































































































A6) Check parity equation for third fail.
A7) Create least squares matrix (as a function of fail status) to
transform the 6 compensated AV's into the X, Y, Z body frame.
A8) Do the 6 to 3 matrix multiplication.
A9) Unitize attitude quaternion prior to velocity algorithm proces-
sing.
A10) Do the velocity algorithm, i.e., use the current attitude quater-
nion to generate the velocity transformation matrix and
transform the incremental body velocity into the inertial frame.
All) Accumulate AV inertial for output processing.
On the gyro side we presently require the system to do the following tasks:
Gl) Read the table angle encoder, the six gyros & interpolators.
G2) Compensate the gyros for ±ASF, NBD, ADIA, ADOA, ADSRA,
anisoelasticity, misalignments, anisoinertia, SRA cross-cou-
pling and OA coupling.
G3) Accumulate the corrected gyro body output for failure detection
f
and isolation.
G4) Perform the failure detection and isolation processing resulting
in a current failure status.
G5) Check the parity equation for third fail.
G6) Create the least squares matrix (as a function of failure status)
to transform the six compensated AS's into the X, Y, Z body
frame.
G7) Do the 6 to 3 matrix multiplication.
G8) Compensate for earth rate.
G9) Update the quaternion attitude.
In the time remaining, output of the system's status is performed
either on the teletype, the CRT display or on an incremental digistor tape
for further analysis. The format is shown in the documentation of the
output programs. The information outputted includes the quaternion of
./
 ( -
attitude, AVT accumulated over some interval, a squared error monitor
and fail status for gyros and accelerometers, test-table angle encoder and
time since initialization.
SYSTEM ORGANIZATION:
The main program (MPRO) in turn calls all the subroutines to
accomplish the tasks described in the introduction. These programs are























































Proceeding the documentation of these programs is a load map showing
the core location of each subroutine.
S Y S T E M LOAD MAP






































































































































































This is the main executive of the system operating program which
calls the appropriate subroutines to accomplish the algorithms defined in
the introduction and the definition of system tasks. It is divided into three
sections of code. First is initialization and the enabling of interrupt.
Next is a waiting loop (location LOOP) which checks to see if it is time for
output and if so, calls the proper output routines. When this waiting loop
is interrupted (every 5 milliseconds), the program sequence goes to the
last section (location RUPT) which in turn decides whether its time to update
the PIPA or gyro algorithms, goes to either PDO .or GDO, saves the
processing registers as they were at time of interrupt, calls the appropriate •
algorithms following PDO or GDO, restores the processing registers and
returns to whatever was being processed at time of interrupt.
The initialization section first calls DCMI (see documentation for
program source name DCMT) to enable the gyro OA misalignment parame-
ters to be taken from the base sector and saved elsewhere in core. It
then zeroes out all locations in the base sector that don't contain compensation
parameters (namely locations '260-'421, '430-'477, '574-'677 and'744-'777).
It zeroes out the gyro and PIPA error accumulator residuals accessible
through the indexed external addresses CCAG and CCAP (see programs
with source names GARC and PREX). It zeroes out the 6 previous OA
coupling offsets (AOAP-FOAP accessible in the program DCOA through
the external address PAOA-PAOF). It zeroes the four erroneous interrupt
counters (disk, ASR-33 teletype, miscellaneous and clock). It zeroes out
the gyro and PIPA fail keys (KEYG and KEYP) in programs GFIS and PFIS).
It zeroes WXPR, WYPR and WZPR (see program ROMS) and sets GACC
and PACC to equal -6001 (used to wait 60 seconds in the error accumulator
programs GARC and PREX). TCNT (the time counter for the output loop)
is set to its maximum of "77777 so that an output will be done at t=0. It
puts a round of '40000 in the low order residuals of the gyro pulse counts,
PIP A pulse counts, gyro x, y and z delta thetas, PIP A x, y and z delta Vs,
the quaternion and the delta V inertial accumulators. The '40000 it stores
in '460 is to set lamda of the quaternion equal to 1. It then generates the
gyro and PIPA 6x3 matrices by calling GMIN and EMIN. It stores the.
address to go to when interrupted in '63 and calls ICINIT, which sets up
the interrupt cycle (see documentation for program source name READ).
Finally it does a JST (internal call) to GETM in order to. set up the timing
and MODE for whichever of three output modes is desired.
The output waiting loop simply checks the time counter (TCNT) to
see if it is greater than or equal to the time at which to, output (CRIT). If
TCNT is less than CRIT (i.e., it isnot time to output) and if sense switches
three and four are not reset and set respectively , the waiting loop will
just continue to loop. The waiting loop continues to get interrupted so that
the PIPA and gyro processing can be updated every five milliseconds.
When enough updates have occurred and TCNT becomes greater than
CRIT, the program jumps to OUT, where output is started. If sense switches
three and four are set, the program will first initialize the quaternion to
1,0,0,0 (see documentation for AA6S). The program then continues at NOQZ
where all the data to be output is saved in a 52 word buffer called QTMP
as follows:
Note that TCNT is incremented by 1 after every gyro algorithm loop so
it counts in hundredths of a second. CRIT is set up by GETM and depends
on the output mode.
$# To stop this program and return to DOS (the disk operating, system) sense
switch four is set while sense switch three is left reset. By setting sense
switch three and then setting sense switch four, the quaternion will be
initialized at the time the next output starts.
Location Contents
QTMP-QTMP+7 quaternion
QTMP+8-QTMP+13 Sum of delta V
inertial since the
last output
QTMP+14-QTMP+15 First and second gyro
fail status
QTMP+16-QTMP+17 First and second PIP A
fail status
QTMP+18-QTMP+19 Time elapsed since start
of program
QTMP+20-QTMP+21 Encoder angle of
test table
QTMP+22-QTMP+23 gyro and P1PA
third fail indicators
QTMP+24-QTMP+37 gyro squared errors
QTMP+38-QTMP+51 PIPA squared errors
The delta V accumulators and the time counter are then zeroed after
which the proper output mode is gotten. Parts of QTMP are then rescaled
so that the output routine can handle them. Finally, a call to OUTPUT is
made with the addresses of QTMP and MODE. Upon return from output a
jump back to LOOP is made.
The last section of this main program, starting at RUPT, handles
the PIPA and gyro interrupts as they come along every five milliseconds.
The first interrupt, by the PIPA's, and every other one thereafter, will
cause program control to "jump store" to RUPT where the SKS '507
instruction will not skip and the jump to PDO is executed. Here the processing
registers (A register, keys, B register and index register) are saved and
calls to the subroutines necessary to update the PIPA algorithms are made
(see the introduction and description of implementation methods). The PIPA
squared errors are then saved in the buffer PISE for future output, then
*
the processing registers are restored and a JMP RUPT causes program
control to go back to where it was when last interrupted.
The second interrupt, by the gyros, and every other one thereafter,
will cause control to "jump store" to RUPT where the SKS '507 instruction
*See previous page
will skip and the SKS '407 instruction will not, and the jump to GDO is
executed. Here the processing registers are saved. The table angle encoder
is read after which calls to the subroutines necessary to update the gyro
algorithms are made (seethe introduction and description of implementation
methods). The output timer, TCNT, and the overall timer, TIME are
incremented before a jump to COMN restores the processing registers
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TO SET HP T I H E
12
HICBOCOHP T E L E C O M M U N I C A T E D DATA










































0156 0 0 2 2 3














0171 0 0 2 U 2











































0 04 O C 4 0 U
0 02 O C 4 4 0
0 04 00406




0 02 0 0 4 3 2












































































• 4 6 U
QTHP+2
•470
Q T H P + 4
•474
OTHP»6







Q T W P + 1 4
•320
QTHP+16
T I H E
QTHP+18
' 322
Q T M P + 2 2
• 3 2 4







• 4 3 6
QTflP+30
• 4 4 0
QTMP*32
• 4 4 2



































































































































0 04 004 3C
0 02 00342
0 04 00444






















































































































































GET M O D E
14
1ICPOCONP T E I E C O N M T I N I C A T E D DATA





































































0 000000 PAOF TAC FOAP
0 000000 GYEK XAC KEYG
0 000000 PYEK XAC KEY?
0 000000 RPX» XAC ffXPR
0 000000 RPYW XAC WYPR
0 000000 RPZW XAC HZPR
1 000000 CCAf? XAC GACC,1
1 OOCOOO CCAP XAC PACC,1
000000 DZRO DBF 0
oooooo
000000 DONS OCT 0,1
000001

























































































































" 0 u 7 0
OOU71

























































































































IN CASF OF SKIP
IN CASE OF SKIP
16

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































M A T T F O R D T K I S E C
HOLD
W A I T 8 M C T ' S
H I G H H A L F
LOW H A L F
E N D HOLD
30 SEC FOP TTY
4 SEC FOB CST
.4 SEC FOR DGS
18
HICPOCOHP T E L E C O H H U N I C A T E D DATA
RDP-516 A S S E M B L Y LISTING
03<M 000776 TIME EQU '77ft
0392 0 0 6 U U 000002 END
006U5 000^06








PROGRAM NAME (Note: this is a FORTRAN program)
SOURCE: ALPO
BINARY: BALPO
ENTRY POINTS (location): OUTPUT ('07530), DODSP ('07600)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
When called, this subroutine will output the information about the
system status either on the teletype or the CRT screen in the format shown
in Figure 2 or as a block of 104 bytes (6 single precision numbers giving
gyro and PIP A fail status and third fail indication and 23 double precision
numbers; 4 for the quaternion, 3 for AVj, 14 for gyro and PIP A squared
errors, 1 for time and 1 for the encoder) on digistor tape. See the
documentation for MPRO (the main program which calls OUTPUT) and for
the output subroutines SDGS, SXOU and SFPOUT.
(NO FAILS INDICATED)
QUA! 0,999999 0.000016 O.OOOU65, - C . u u u u ^














0.87 8.26 Total Squared Error
3YRO F A I L
P I / - A F A I L
TIi- ,1: 180.00 (sec)
T A 3 L E ANGLE 0.761531 (IN REVOLUTIONS)
Fig. .2 CRT System Status Display
20
N T C R O C O M P T F L E C O M H U N I C A T E D DATA
DDP-516 A S S E M B L Y LISTING
















































































































D G S W R T
D O D S P ( A R G )
000000




















































































































































































































X N O T T A
= • 1202UO








CALL X 1 0 U ( 1 3 8 )
000107 C A L L X10H

























































































































M T C P O C O K P T E L E C O M M U N I C A T E D D A T A




000177 C A L L X1CMJ
OC0200 D A C = ' 0 0 0 2 1 2



































































































" T C ^ P C O M P T E L E C O H B T J N I C A T E D D A T A
DDP-516 A S S E M B L Y L I S T I N G
J!*P _35
S T G O O Q 2 5 4
C A L L X N O U A ( U H , 4 )
0 0 0 2 5 6
00^257
o n o o f. o
0 0 0 2 f 1
o C o 9 f, ->
0 0 0 2 fv3
0 " C 2 6 U
C
0 o o 2 c 5
1 o o 2 fi <s
C r o 2 fi 7
^ r 0 97^
0 0 0 2 7 1
p n p ? 7 ->
p r> 0 o 7 -}
0 n 0 2 7 U
n c n 9 7 ^
n n r T 7 A.
T
n n a T 7 7
000 7 ,n p




000 1 0 S
000 ?^6
0 0 0 3 0 7
000310
0 0 0 3 1 1
0^0112
0 0 0 3 1 3
0 0 0 3 1 U
0 0 0 3 1 5
0^0316
000317
0 0 0 1 2 -°
35 C
0 0 0 3 2 1





C A T L XNOOA
DAC 000257
D A C = ' .OOOOOU
OCT 000000










D A C T$1001
F ( A S C , (23) .NE.O) CALL X N O ? T A ( 1 0 H
L D A A B G
A D D 0 0 0 3 0 2
JMP 0 0 0 3 0 3
nCT 000026
S^A T*1000
L D A * ?$1000














ALL X100 ( 1 3 8 )
STG 35
C A L L X10II
D A C = '000212
C A T I XMOt. IA (10HPIPS FAIL ,10)
0 0 0 3 2 3
0 0 0 3 2 U
0 0 0 3 2 5
0 0 0 3 2 *
000327
0003.3 r>
0 0 0 3 3 1









D A C C 0 0 3 2 4






























































"TCPOCOHP T E L E C O M M U N I C A T E D D A T A



















0 r 0 4 T .3





































































































































































































































O C 0 5 3 7 O C T C 1 2 2 W U







ENTRY POINT (location): FPOUTC ('10340), OUT100 ('10552) .
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
FPOUTC is called by the output subroutine ALPO and prints on the
teletype or displays on the CRT (See documentation for subroutine SXOU)
a decimal number representation of the binary number designated by the
call. The call in FORTRAN is







where ARG is the number to be printed, S is the number of bits after the
sign bit before the binary point, and P is how many decimal digits to print
after the decimal point.
OUT100 is also called by ALPO and is used to print on the teletype
or display on the CRT 1/100 of a double precision integer. It is only used
tc print out the variable TIME, which is really a count of updates and needs
to be divided by 100 to scale it to seconds. The call in FORTRAN is CALL







































0 0 3 14
0035






r. r> /i 2
o o u 3
•: o a (j
™
US
^ ^ U 7
<^UR
^ O fj O
o *"i £> o
0051
"052



















































































































































































































SIGN F L A G
OVERLAYS C N T R
32
SICPOCOMP TELECOMMUNICATED DATA
DDP-516 A S S E M B L Y
0058 00063





O T 6 U 00071
0065 00072
0066












r f > 7 Q 00107
ooao
O C 8 1 00110
0^92 00111
0083 00112







0^9 1 on 121
1C 92 0 0 1 2 2
0093 0012.3
0091* O 0 1 2 i »
0005 00125
C C 9 6 00126
0097 00127
0093 00130







0106 0 0 1 U O
0107 0 0 1 U 1
C 1 C H 0 0 1 U 2













































































































































T E M P
H I G H
T F N

















































































































































































































































































0 0 2 2 U
00225











T E L E C O M M U N I C A T E D -DATA
-516 A S S E M B L Y LISTING
000201
















00231* 0 12 00212


































ENTRY POINTS (location): IOMODE ('10604), XlOU C10636),
XNOU C10642).. XNOUA ('10646), XOOCT C10652)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine is really an intermediary to the output calls to either
the FORTRAN teletype output routines (TlOU, TNOU, TNOUAand TOOCT),
or the CRT output routines (C1OU, CNOU, CNOUA and COOCT). The
subroutine ALPO (see documentation) first calls IOMODE with the argument
0 if it wants to output on the teltype or 1 if it wants to output on the CRT.
From then on, every call to XlOU, XNOU or XOOCT will be rerouted to
look like the proper call to either the teletype or CRT routines.
36
M I C P O C O M P T E L E C O M M U N I C A T E D D A T A





























0 ^  2 q o o n 2 5
0029 00^26
0030 OOC27








00 1 j o 0 o C ? 6
^041 ooo 3 7
0042 00040
^043 000 0 1


























































































































































000514 0 Ott 00056 STA TEMP
OOOSS -0 01 00056 JMP* TFHP
0 0 S q *
^nr," 00^5^ 000000 TEMP BSZ 1










ENTRY POINTS (location): DGSRD ('13311), DGSWRT ('13250)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
These two subroutines are for reading and writing words on the digistor
tape. The SIRU system only writes on the digistor tape. A fortran statement;





when executed, will cause this subroutine to write a heading, 52 words of
information starting with ARG, and one word of parity on the digistor tape.























































































































































































































































































































































































































0115 001U1 14 0101 OCP «101
0116 001U2 -0 01 00135 JHP* RD
0117 *
0118 001U3 000000 ACC BSZ 1
0119 *






ENTRY POINTS (location): ICINIT CQ1656), INPIP C01731),
INGYRO ('01 764)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
The subroutine ICINIT will set up the gyro and PIPA interface to
interrrupt the main program every 5 milliseconds. The first interrupt
will be a PIPA interrupt and will occur when the PIPA counters have 10
milliseconds of data in them. The next interrupt will be a gyro interrupt
5 milliseconds later and will occur when the gyro counters have 10
milliseconds of data in them. From then on every 5 milliseconds the
interrupts will occur alternately. ICINIT will also read the initial interpol-
ator values of the gyros.
The subroutine INPIP will read the 6 PIPA pulse counters and store
— fi
them in the locations indicated by the listing with a scaling of 2 pulses.
For example, an octal 000400 represents one pulse or 4 cm/sec of AV.
The subroutine INGYRO will read the 6 gyro pulse counters, subtract
the old interpolator values, add the new interpolator values and store them
— R
in the locations indicated by the listing. These are also scaled at 2





























































































































































































































D I S A B L E PIP
RESET PRESET '
SET PRESET
CLR 6 ENB CLOCK
WAIT FOR PULSE
WAIT 10 SICSEC.
CLR AND ENABLE PIPA






SKIP IF INTRPLTP REDY
DATA
O L D I N T R P P L T R D A T A
44


















































































































































































































































































"132 0 o 1 5 5








"1 4 1 00166
0142 00 167
0143 00170
" 1 4 U 00171
0 145 00172
0146 00173




n 15 1 00200












































































































































































ENTRY POINTS (location): ACOM ('03274)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine compensates the accelerometers for scale factor,
bias and two misalignments, SO and SP, expressed as misalignments toward
the negative X, Y and Z axes. Considering just the A accelerometer, the
following equations are programmed.




AAPC is accelerometer A's pulse count
AABD is accelerometer A's bias
/?
AASF is 2 X accelerometer A's A scale factor
AAPC = -jr(DVXB AAMX + DVYB AAMY + DVZB AAMZ)
29
DVXB, DVYB, DVZB are the AV outputs in the body frame andQ x »y» z
AAMX, Y, Z are 2 X accelerometer A's misalignments in the negative X,
Y, Z directions. See listing for coding.
47
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o 0 o u 1 '
OOOU2
0 o o a 3
0004(4
O^OUS












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ENTRY POINT (location): GCOM C02242)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine compensates the gyros for ±ASF, NBD, ADIA, ADO A,
ADSRA, major compliance, GO, GS and OA coupling (by calling the OA
coupling compensation subroutine, DCOA). Considering just the A gyro its
compensation parameters are:
CANS = 26 X gyro A negative ASF
r*
GAPS = 2 X gyro A positive ASF
GABD = gyro A's NBD
1 2ADAX, Y,Z = 2 x Acceleration dependent
drifts of gyro A for
accelerations on the
X, Y and Z axes
(a function of ADIA, OA, SRA)
fi
AASD = 2 x A gyro acceleration
squared drift or major
compliance
GAMX, Y, Z = 2 x gyro A's misalignment
along the negative X, Y
and Z axes (functions
of GO and GS).
For the A gyro the following equations are implemented.
, GAPS
GAPC = GAPC + GABD + -^-GAPC or
2 CANS
where GAPC is Gyro A's pulse count
GAPC = —fr-(ADAX DVXB + ADAY DVYB + ADAZ DVZB)
21J




GAPC = GAPC + -^ iDVZB DVZB - DVXB DVXB - DVXB DVZB) AASD
2
where the parenthesized expression is proportional to DVAIA DVASRA,
the product of the accelerations on A gyros IA and SRA.
CALL DCOA (see documentation for subroutine DCOA)
GAPC = GAPC + -|Q(GAMX DTXB + GAMY DTYB + GAMZ DTZB)
where DTXB, DTYB and DTZB are A9x, ^9 and A0z during the last update.
(Note, since ACOM is the subroutine which compensates the accelerometers
and is a little simpler, it might be better to read its documentation first).
53










































































































































































































































































































































00067 0 16 00513 NPY
00070 100000 SKP
00071 0 16 00505 MPY
00072 0(401 72 LES
00073 0 06 00526 DAD
00074 0 06 OOU12 DAD
00075 o OU OO.U12 DST
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ENTRY POINTS (location): DCMI ('03476), DCMT ('03551)
G E N E R A L DESCRIPTION:
The subroutine DCMT modifies the misalignments of the SIRU gyros
about their output axes as a function of WT ., their input axis rate which isL A
poportional to the number of pulses each gyro got in one update (At = .01
sec.). The subroutine DCMI is called by the initialization section of the
main program and gets these misalignments from the base sector and stores
them in the buffer section between the subroutines DCMI and DCMT. It
does this only once and sets the word ONLO to 1 so that if the main program
is restarted, it won't get misalignments from the base sector that are already
modified.
Subroutine DCMT, which is called every update, takes these OA
misalignments stored in the buffer, modifies them according to the gyro's
IA rate and stores them back in the base sector to be used by the gyro
compensation program GCOM.
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ENTRY POINT (location): DCOA ('03144) .
ACCESSIBLE VARIABLES (location): AOAP ( '03252)
BOAP C03254), COAP ('03256), DOAP ('03260), EOAP ('03262),
FOAP C03264)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
The SIRU gyros sense not only a rotational input about their input
axes, i.e., the A0 pulses over some interval would equal the integral of
WTD . over that interval, but also they sense a change in the rotational
L t\ -f\ ' '
input about their output axes, i.e., the A0 pulses over some interval would
equal ( - I ) /H times the integral of W,-.R . over that interval. The latter
can essentially be considered an error source since the gyro output is
supposed to represent only the former input axis rotation.
The integral of WQRA from t, to t« is simply WQR . (t,,) -
(t. ). The A6 error during that interval is simply ( - I ) / H WOD . (t0) -1 U L\ r\ &
W ORA ^1^' To comPensate this error, one simply has to add ( ( I ) /H) (
(t2)) and subtract ((I)/H)(WORA (tj) a tHmetg. Over one update interval




Since At is constant, we can express W.~.R . as KA6-., and rewrite the
compensation quantity as
This subroutine is called once per update and calculates the first of
the two compensation terms above. The second term is saved from the
previous update. DTXB, DTYB and DTZB are A 9^, A0y and A 6»z
respectively.
GAIH, GBIH GFIH are the scaled constants equal to
65
(Note that since the E gyro has its OR A along the plus x axis, GETH will
be positive whereas the F gyro, whose ORA is along the minus X axis will
have a negative GFIH.) The method for compensating the E gyro is as
follows: (the others are analogous)
EOAO = DTXB GEIH = A0 (t0)(i-K)x ^ rl
and
GEPC = EOAO + GEPC - EOAP
where EOAP = A0 (tJ(^-K)
' X J. XT.
(Note, EOAP (previous EOAO) must be set to zero at t = 0 and is therefore
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ENTRY POINTS (location): ROMS ('14000)
ACCESSIBLE VARIABLES: WXPR ('14333),
WYPR C14334), WZPR ('14335)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
When the SIRU strapdown system is subjected to a rotational environ-
2 *
ment its accelerometers will sense acceleration due to u> R and u)R. Since
the accelerometers do not all sense acceleration at the same point, these
rotation- induced accelerations will make the accelerometers appear to be
in disagreement. This subroutine compensates the accelerometers to make
them look as if they are all sensing acceleration at the same point (since
the location of this point is not critical we pick the center of the A
accelerometer so that at least the Aaccelerometerneednot be compensated).
Consider some point which has an R vector from the center of the A
accelerometer of (RX, RY, RZ). The acceleration sensed at this point
different from the acceleration sensed at the center of the A accelerometer
is:
T(u to RY + uxwzRZ - u Rx - u z R X + ii RZ -
zx uzu RY - wx2RZ - u 2RZ + wxRY - u RX)
B, C, D, E and F accelerometers can be corrected by adding the
negative of the acceleration each one senses due to rotation. For the F
accelerometer this would be
-S (Z axis acceleration) + C (Y axis acceleration)
where
C = cosine, S = sine
69
or
--S(u) u RFX + w u RFY - u 2RFZ - u 2RFZ + w RFY - u RFX)zx z y x y x y
2 2
+C(w u RFZ + w u RFX - w RFY - u RFY + u> RFX - 6 RFZ)yz yx x z z x
these terms can be combined to give:
C RFX(u u + u )y x z
+ C RFY(-u 2 - u 2)
+ C RFZ(w u - ii )y z x'
+ S RFX(-w u + w )
«/
• + s RFY(-UZU - u )
' + S RFYCuL2 +u 2)x
 y
a similar set of corrections can be derived for accelerometers B, C, D
and E.
2 2 2This subroutine first calculates u)xu) , t»'x wz- ujy a'z, u>x, co , u>z,
to , w and i using A Q , A 6 and A 0 over one update interval as an
x y z 6 x y • z ^
indication of u) , u; and w . It then calculates-
PAR1 = u u + uy x z
PAR2 = ux2 + wz2
PARS = u u - wy z X
PAR4 = w u - u
i/
PARS = w u - ii
z y x
PAR6 = u 2 + u 2x
 y
PART = u 2 + uz2
70
PARS = u u - tb
y
PAR9 = u u + u
x z y
F's correction can now be defined as:
C RFX PAR1
-C RFY PAR2











C, D and E have similar corrections.
The terms in the above equations such as -C RBX are constants and
are stored as such in this subroutine. They are functions of the following
table of distances which was made from detailed drawings of the SIRU
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ENTRY POINTS (location): PARC ('06040)
ACCESSABLE VARIABLES (location): PACC ('06166)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine is essentially equivalent to GARC, the gyro error
accumulator, except it only accumulates compensated pulses from the six
PIP As. The only other difference is that when it is time to purge the
PIPA accumulators, it puts a 1 in location '765 (note the instruction IRS
'765) which clues the PIPA parity equation solver (program source name
PPEX, subroutine entry point PPRT) not to doits calculation. This feature



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ENTRY POINTS (location): GARC ('07344)
ACCESSABLE VARIABLES (location): GACC C07524) .
GENERAL, DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine accumulates the 6 compensated gyro pulse counts
(GAPC, GBPC, GCPC, GDPC, GEPC and GFPC) in the six gyro pulse
accumulators (GAP A, GBP A, GCPA, GDP A, GEPA and GFPA) and then
stores the accumulations in the six arguments (AARG, BARG, CARG, DARG,
EARG, and FARC) for the squared error calculator (see documentation
for program source name CFSE, subroutine entry point SECA). It also
accumulates
A ex A6Y Aez
to be used to increase the maximum allowable total squared error to allow
for dynamic scale factor and misalignment errors (see documentation for
GFIS).
The 6 compensated gyro pulse counts are double precision numbers
with the high order word being of significance and the low order word being
carried along as a re'sidual. Thus, every time an LRS 15 instruction operates
on a gyro pulse count in the accumulator, it is simply to shift the residual
out. Scaling can best be expressed by giving the representation of one
gyro pulse for GAPC, GAPA and AARG.
GAPC oct 00400, 00000
 ;
. GAPA oct 00000, 00400. ,
AARG oct 00000, 00010
Therefore, the bit granularity of the arguments used by the squared error
calculator is ± 1/8 pulse.
In order that the gyro pulse accumulators don't overflow, they are
periodically purged of old accumulation. Define A (t j , t«) to be the
accumulation of gyro pulses between times t, and t-. Every minute starting
at t = 60, the following purge is performed (let us look just at the A gyro
accumulator).
81
GAPA = GAPA - ARES
ARES = ARRS - ARES
ARRS = GAPA
ARES = A gyro residual.
ARRS = A gyro residual residual.
following this procedure we get:
at time = 60
GAPA = GAPA - ARES
GAPA = A (0, 60) - 0 = A (0, 60)
ARES = ARRS - ARES = 0-0 = 0
ARRS = GAPA = A (0, 60)
at time = 120
at time = 180
at'time = 240
GAPA = GAPA - ARES
GAPA = A (0, 120) - 0 = A (0, 120)
ARES = ARRS - ARES = A (0, 60) - 0 = A (0, 60)
ARRS = GAPA = A (0, 120)
GAPA = GAPA - ARES
GAPA = A (0, 180) - A (0, 60) = A (60, 180)
ARES = ARRS - ARES = A (0, 120) - A (0, 60) = A (60, 120)
ARRS = GAPA = A (60, 180)
GAPA = GAPA - ARES
GAPA = A (60, 240) - A (60, 120) = A (120, 240)
ARES = ARRS - ARES = A (60, 180) - A (60, 120) = A (120, 180)
ARRS = GAPA = A (120, 240) etc.
the flow chart follows.
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ENTRY POINTS (location): GFIS ('2070)
ACCESSABLE VARIABLES (location): KEYG 02225)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine controls the logic for the gyro failure detection and
isolation. When called (once every gyro update) it decides which failure
(first or second) should be searched for using such considerations as gyro
fail status and which search it made the previous time. It will then store
in locations '760 and'761 the maximum allowable total squared error (MASE)
for either the first (FMSE) or second (SMSE) failure search. (FMSE and
SMSE are modified at the beginning of this subroutine to allow for dynamic
errors. Location '774 contains a proportion of the sum of the absolute
values of the total rotations about axes X, Y and Z. Adding the square of
this sum to FFAD and SFAD gives the modified maximum allowable total
squared errors FMSE and SMSE).
It will store in location '762 the squared error ratio for either the
first fail (FFRT) or second fail (SFRT) isolation criteria (see documentation
for SEC A, program source name CFSE). In location "763 it will store the
number of the instrument to be considered failed (see documentation for
ERDE). It will then call ERDE which, in turn, calls the squared error
calculator SECA (program source name CFSE). Since the gyro error
accumulator (GARC) has been called prior to GFIS, SECA has the proper
arguments for the instrument accumulated measurements. GFIS gives SECA
the proper total allowable squared error and the proper squared error
ratio. After the squared errors have been calculated and a decision of
detection and/or isolation has been made, ERDE will store the decision
code in location "764 and return to GFIS. GFIS will then decide what the
gyro fail status should be and store the number of the gyro first and second
failures in location '316 and '317 respectively. The logic of this program
is shown in the following flow chart. Note that sense switch 3, if set, will
prevent any failure from healing.
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ENTRY POINTS (location: ERDE ('06172)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine is called by either the gyro failure detection and
isolation logic subroutine (GFIS) or the PIP A failure detection and isolation
logic subroutine (PFIS) and in turn calls the squared error calculator (SEC A,
program source name CFSE). Core location '763 tells this subroutine which
instrument is to be considered failed. If location '763 is zero, it means
that no instrument is to be considered failed and when it calls SECA, it
must indicate this with a-7 in the index register. SECA will then calculate
the no fail squared error equations and return with a code in the A register
which ERDE will store in core location '764 so that its calling program
(either GFIS or PFIS) can use the result.
If the failure key (location '763) is a 1,2, 3, 4, 5 or 6, it indicates
that the second fail squared error equations are to be calculated considering
A, B, C, D, E or F as the failed instrument. Again, ERDE will store the
return from SECA in location '764 for use by GFIS or PFIS. If '763 is a 1
and instrument A is to be considered failed, MA (see description of SECA,
program source name CFSE), the accumulated measurement of instrument
A, must be replaced by
v/bT2 (MB - MC - MD + ME + MF)
the calculation of MA using MB, MC, MD, ME and MF. Then when SECA
calculates the first fail squared error equations using the new MA and the
old MB, MC, MD, ME and MF, it gets the same results it would have gotten
had it used the second fail squared error equations considering A failed.
Similarly, if the fail key ( '763) is a 2, B is considered failed and MB must
be replaced by
v/bT¥(MA + MC + MD + ME + MF)
Also, with instrument B failed, the index register must contain a -2 when
SECA is called. Similar steps are taken when instruments C, D, E or F
are to be considered failed. The flow chart for the subroutine ERDE follows:
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RELATED MEMOS: FAILURE ISOLATION IN SIRU (OEHRLE)
ENTRY POINTS (location): SEC A ('06524)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine, when called, will calculate either the first or second
squared errors of instruments A-F from a set of accumulated measurements
(MA - MF) stored in the base sector of the DDP 516, decide whether the
total squared error is greater than some limit (also stored in the base
sector) and if it is, decide if any instruments squared error exceeds a
certain fraction (also stored in the base sector) of the total squared error.
Then it will return with a code in the A register indicating the result of
the above decisions. If during the calculations the error in any instrument
12
exceeds or equals 2 pulses (an overflow condition), or if the total squared
04
error exceeds or equals 2 pulses squared, the return code in the A register
will indicate that the calculations could not be completed due to huge errors
in one or more instruments.
The arguments MA - MF (see documentation for subroutines GARC
+ PREX) are stored in locations '744 - '757 and are six double precision
numbers. If the calling program (see documentation for subroutine ERDE)
wishes the squared errors calculated for the second fail detection with
say instrument A failed, it will replace MA with what MB - MF calculate
for MA (substituting this new MA and the old MB - MF into the first fail
equations calculates the second fail squared errors for instruments B - F
and therefore, eliminates writing 6 sets of second fail equations) and put a
-1 in the index register. If instrument B is failed it will calculate MB
from the other 5 measurements and put a -2 in the index register, etc.
The following are the return codes:
99
code meaning
0 TSE (total squared
error) did not exceed
MASE (maximum
allowable squared
error stored in the base
sector in location '760). .^ -,^ ,.^ -,.-.-,~ ...,,..
1-6 TSEO did exceed MASE
and the squared error
of instrument A (for
code 1) B (for code 2)
etc. exceeded FONT TSEO
(FONT is the squared
error ratio criteria
to isolate
a failure. It is .44
for a first fail isolation
and .38 for a second
fail isolation and is put
in the base sector in
location '762 by the
calling program (see
documentation for subroutines GFIS & PFIS).




8-13 There was a huge
12
error > 2 pulses
when calculating the
error of instrument
A (for code of 8) B (for code
of 9) etc.
100
14 In summing ASEO
through FSEO (A squared error
through F squared error)
to get TSEO, an
overflow occurred
24(the sum was >2
pulses squared)
The subroutine flow chart follows:
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H I C P O C O M P T E L E C 0 1 M O N I C A T E D DATA
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0 2 ^ 7
0 2 7 P
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P T E I . E C O * M n » J T C A T E D D A T A
DDP-516 A S S E M B L Y LISTING
0390 000762 FONT EOT' • 762
1391 0 0 0 7 U U 1A EQH
03°2 0 0 0 7 H 6 M E RQ1I
0007SO PIC EQU MA + t*
000752 H D E O P M A + 6
000754 KE EQTJ M D + 2
0395 000756 «F EQH flD+U
0397 T00760 M A S E EQO '760













ENTRY POINTS (location): PFIS ('04725)
ACCESSIBLE VARIABLES (location): KEYP ('05050)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine controls the logic for the PIPA failure detection and
isolation. It is identical to the subroutine GFIS, which controls the gyro
failure detection and isolation, except that the PIPA fail status is contained
in location '320 and '321 instead of '316 and '317 and that the PIPAmaximum
allowable squared errors (FMSE and SMSE) are not modified at the beginning
of this subroutine as are the gyro's at the beginning of GFIS. So see
documentation for the subroutine GFIS.
112














































































































































































































































































































































































































SOURCE: GPRT .. .
BINARY: BGPRT .
ENTRY POINT (location): GPRT 012712)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine, when called, will in turn call PRTY to solve for the
gyro parity equation if there are already 2 gyro failures. If the appropriate
parity equation indicates an overflow or exceeds a certain limit it will
store a 1 in octal location 322. Otherwise, octal location 322 will stay
zero. The limit the equation must exceed (GMSE) is three pulses (GBSE =
OCT 0, 30) plus some appropriate fraction of the
y + ASz
which is stored in '774 by the gyro error accumulator GARC and allows
for dynamic errors. This limit is calculated by the first four instructions
of this subroutine.
GPRT will then set 0322) to zero and determine if there are 2 gyro
failures (the gyro first and second fails are stored in octal locations 316
and 317). If there are not 2 failures, it will return. Otherwise, it calculates
in the A register the code necessary to tell PRTY which parity equation to
calculate. The codes are:
Parity Equation 2 failures code
CDEF A, B 0
BDEF A, C 7
BCEF A, D 14
BCDF A, E 21
BCDE A, F 28
ADEF B, C 35
ACEF B, D 42
ACDF B, E 49
ACDE B, F 56
ABEF C, D 63
ABDF C, E 70
ABDE C, F 77
ABCF D, E 84
ABCE D, F 91
ABCD E, F 98
115
The general method for calculating the code is the same as that used by
GMIN for the gyro matrix generator. When PRTY returns, GPRT determines
if the parity equation either exceeds its limit or has overflowed. In either



















































































































































































































































ENTRY POINTS (location): PRTY ('12774)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine calculates the parity equation used to detect third
failu-res from the arguments stored in locations '744 - '757 by the gyro or
PIP A error accumulators. It is called by GPRT if and when the gyro fail
status indicates 2 failures and by PPRT (program source name PPEX) if
and when the PIPA fail status indicates 2 failures. When called the A
register contains a code to tell which of the fifteen parity equations to
calculate (see documentation for GPRT). For example, if instruments C
and F were failed, the code would be 77 (octal 115) and the JMP* PONT,
the fifth instruction in PRTY would effect a jump to the block of code:








SINT is the sine term of the parity equation = - MB - ME. COST is
the cosine term of the parity equation = MA + MD. Each of the 15 parity
equations has a block of code (7 instructions each) similar to the block
above. The jump to CALC will start a sequence of instructions which will
multiply SINT by SINE = sine a and COST by COSN = cosine o and then add
the two results and take the absolute value. If the high order word of this
double precision result is zero (which indicates that the absolute value of
15 12the parity equation is less than 2 or 2 instrument pulses), this subroutine
will return with the parity equation result in the (A, B) register. If the












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HICPOCOMP T E L E C O M M U N I C A T E D DATA
DDP-516 A S S E M B L Y LISTING
0167 00244 041513 SINE OCT 41513,12033
00245 P12033
0168 00246 066342 COSN OCT 66342,10027
00247 010027
0169 00250 000000 H A L F OCT 0,20000
00251 020000
0170 00252 0 000006 A E A B DAC ABFA






ENTRY POINT (location): PPRT ('12360)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine determines PIP A third failures in a similar way to
the way GPRT determines gyro third failures. However, it does not allow
for dynamic errors as does GPRT and will not do its parity equation
calculation if octal location 765 is set to 1. This would indicate that on
this update the PIPA error accumulator (program source name PREX,
subroutine entry point PARC) is purging its accumulation. The timing
considerations are so stringent that at timesy'doing both jobs would be
impossible. Other than the above-considerations, look to GPRT for










































































































































































































































ENTRY POINTS (location): GMIN C03100)
G E N E R A L DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine, when called, will calculate, using the gyro fail status
from locations '316 and '317, the code which tells the gyro least squares
matrix generator (see documentation for program source name GPMA,
subroutine entry point GMAT) which of the 22 matrices to generate. Prior
























If there is no second fail, i.e., ('317) = 0, then the code is simply 9 x
C316), or the number of the first fail (0 - 6) times 9. If there is a second
fail, first a decision is made as to which of the two fails is larger, i.e., F
fail (6) is larger than B fail (2). The code is then generated by taking 9 x
the larger fail plus 45 if the smaller fail is A (1), 81 ii the smaller fail is
B (2), 108 if the smaller fail is C (3), 126 if the smaller fail is D (4), or
135 if the smaller fail is E (5). 45, 81, 108, 126 and 135 have the octal
equivalents 55, 121, 154, 176 and 207 respectively. The program flow chart
follows.
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ENTRY POINTS (location): MATR ('12102), GMAT ('12136)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This program contains the two subroutines GMAT and MATR which
generate the appropriate gyro or PIP A 6x3 least square matrix when
called (with the proper code in the A register) by GMIN or EMIN (see
documentation for GMIN and EMIN). These subroutines make use of two
tables. The first, the double precision data table (DPDT), contains all the
double precision fractions used in any of the 22 (1 no fail, 6 single fail and
15 double fail) least square matrices. For example, the first fraction in
the table is a double precision 0(DBP 0), the second is
= 0.26865556403
(OCT 20645, 45016), the third is
sine a ,, . ,,. cos a
-- * - , the fourth is — ~ —
The second table (TABL) contains 22 sets of pointers, each set of
which indicates which constants from the first table belong to a particular
matrix. Each set is made of 9 .16 bit words, or 18 bytes. Since there are
18 elements to each 6x3 matrix, each byte points to one element. For
example, the first nine words (octal 1000, 3004,6, 4004, 10, 1000, 6, 1000,
4002) point to the constants for the no fail matrix. The next nine point to
the constants for the A fail matrix. The code that GMIN or EMIN generates
before calling GMAT or MATR tells where in the TABL to get the first of
the nine words that point to the matrix corresponding to the gyro or PIPA
fail status. Consider again the first nine words in TABL pointing to the
no fail matrix constants. The first 01 the nine words is octal 1000 or
binary 00000010 00000000, which when broken into bytes becomes octal 2,
0. All nine broken in to bytes become 2, 0, 6, 4, 0, 6, 10, 4, 0, 10, 2, 0, 0,
6, 2, 0, 10, 2. Calling sine a S and cos a C, these 18 bytes point respectively
to
J^ fl *^ f\ ^ ^ O f\ \-/ J^ rt r\ \^ O ,-. \-^ j O
2 ' ' 2 ' ~2 ' ' 2 ' " 2 ' "2 ' ' " 2 ' 2 ' ' ' 2 ' ~2 ' ' ~ 2 ~2 '
128
which are the 18 elements of the no fail matrix. The flow chart for GMAT
(MATR is analogous) follows:
129
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ENTRY POINTS (location): EMIN ('03034)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine, when called, will calculate, using the PIP A fail status
from locations '320 and '321, the code which tells the PIPA least squares
matrix generator (see documentation for program source name GPMA,
subroutine entry point MATR) which of the 22 matrices to generate. Prior
to the call to MATR, this code is put in the A register. For an explanation
of the codes and a flow chart of this subroutine, see documentation for
program source name GMIN.
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ENTRY POINTS (location): MG63 ( '04012)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine performs the 6x3 matrix multiplication ..which
transforms the six gyro A6 outputs into the x, y, z frame. The 6x3
matrix is stored as double precision fractions in locations '334 — '377
and it is the least squares matrix corresponding to the gyro fail status.
- 8The six gyro pulse counts are single precision fractions scaled at 7 2
radians (for example, 1 gyro pulse would be represented as an octal 000400
= 72 radians) and
and '412 respectively.
 are stored in locations'400, '402, '404, '406, '410,
A0X, A0Y and A0Z are first formed in temporary double precision
accumulators DTXU, DTYU and DTZU, double precision fractions scaled
_ O '
at 7 2 radians. These are then multiplied by 7/4.and added into DTXB,
DTYB and DTZB (locations) '414-'415, '416-'417 and '420-'421), which are
— fidouble precision fractions now scaled at 2 radians. Since the attitude
algorithm (see documentation for ATTA, program name AA6S) only uses
the high order of DTXB, DTYB and DTZB, the low order is saved as a
residual and at the beginning of MG63 only the high order is zeroed.
The internal subroutine MUPY will do three single by double multiplies
and adds,performingthefunctions expressed by the following equations:
DTXU = DTXU + (GMAT + I) PTMP
DTYU = DTYU + (GMAT + 2 + 1) PTMP
DTZU = DTZU + (GMAT + 4+1) PTMP
where (GMAT + 2 + I) is the double precision fractional matrix element
stored in locations '334 +2 + 1 and '334 + 3 + I,where I is the contents of
the index register. If, for example, I = 6 and PTMP = GBPC (gyro B
140
pulse count), the above equations can be written:
DTXU = DTXU + ('342, '343) GBPC
DTYU = DTYU + ('344, '345) GBPC
DTZU = DTZU + ('346, '347) GBPC
The 6x3 matrix is shown below and it can be seen that the above
example shows how all of gyro B's contribution to the X, Y and Z axes can
be gotten by setting I = 6, PTMP = GBPC and doing the internal subroutine
MUPY.
('334, '335) ('342, '343) ('350, '351) ('356, '357) ('364, '365) ('372, '373)
('336, '337) ('344, '345) ('352, '353) ('360, '361) ('366, '367) ('374, '375)
('340, '341) ('346, '347) ('354, '355) ('362, '363) ('370, '371) ('376, '377)
6x3 matrix storage locations.
The flow chart for MG63 follows:
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ENTRY POINTS (location): MP63 ('03664)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine performs the 6x3 matrix multiplication which
transforms the 6 PIPA AV outputs into the X, Y, Z frame. It is an almost
identical program to MG63 (see documentation for MG63) except that AVX,















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ENTRY POINTS (location): SPUN C05560)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine when called will correct the quaternion in order to
maintain it as a unit quaternion. It imposes the constraint that
.V '. " • • O 'O o 9 '
>^+ f>* + fl^ + P* = 1.
x y z . . . . . .
Ideally the equations to be implemented would be
V = A. d '




/,2 , 27 2T 2V A + p + p + p
•
However, since the sum of the squares of the elements of the quaternion
never deviates significantly from 1, we can simplify as follows:
, ,
px + py + pz
or ,2 • 2
X
 + P
A2 ^ 2 , 2 ^ 2 V





Using the scaling and terminology for the quaternion described in the
program AA6S
> pv pv p •?(i.e., L = y, RX = -£-, RY = —g- and RZ = -~)
we derive the new constraint that
L2 + RX2 + RY2 + RZ2 equal 1/4
L1 = L D
RX1 = RX D
RY1 = RY D
RZ1 = RZ D
where
D =
2 v/L2 + RX2 + RY2 + RZ2
RX2 + RY2 + RZ2 - —•E = I/ +
L2 + RX2 + RY2 + RZ2 = ^-H E
/L2 + RY2 + RY2 + RZ2 =
so
D-- 1 + 2E --1 - 2E
L'= L (1-2E)
RX1 =.RX (1-2E)





ARX = -2E RX
. : • ' . . ARY = -2E RY
 :
ARZ = -2E RZ
Now expand the AL term (the ARX, ARY and ARZ terms are analogous).
Since AL is very small we shall really calculate
224AL = -225E L.
OK
define FACT = -2 E. Then





T _ T 1 , _ _ .L- LI + +
FACT LI , FACT L2 , FACT L31 TT; r'
224 239 254




E = L2 + RX2 + RY2 + RZ2 - 1/4
2- T ,2 , L22 L32 LI L2 LI L3 L2 L3
^.V12 , RX22 , RX32 , RX1 RX2 , RX1 RX3 , RX2RX3
- KAl + 3Q~~+ 60~~ 14 29 44
RY2 = . . .
RZ2 = . . .
151
substituting and gathering terms we get
E = LI2 + RX12 + RY12 + RZ12
, L22 + RX22 + RY22 + RZ22 . L32 + RX32 + RY32 + RZ32
230 260
, LI L2 + RX1 RX2 + RY1 RY2 + RZ1 RZ2
214
LI L3 + RX1 RX3 + RY1 RY3 + RZ1 RZ3
; . L2 L3 + RX2 RX3 + RY2 RY3 + RZ2 RZ3 JL_
44 -4
We now want to calculate
FACT = -225E
Since FACT has only 15 bits of significance, all terms contributing to E
with d
terms
40enominators greater than 2 can be ignored. This eliminates the
L32. ... L2 L3...
en and - ' ' '
\
The flow chart for the implementation on the DDP516 of the above
derivation follows.
152
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I SU1!«. = S U I f f * (LI [
I 12 • PI1 »K2 « |
I «T1 FT2 • BZ1 |
I * Z 2 ) / 2 « » 2 |
I
I
snr- j » i
( T H U D ) /2««15 « I(Sflnr) /2**12 l
L1«*2 • S « l » « 2 ' « I
3J1»*2 * PZ1**2 1
A,P = S'Ifll - 1/w I
(DnnBLE PPECISION (
»,B = A,3 2««15 |
(AT THIS POIMT I
A,B IS FITHER 1,T I
OP 1777T7, SO |
IAB, CP> IS SA"1E I
»S 2»15 I


















PY = PT * (FACT
PT1)/2**21
| pi. = RT * (FACT |
| PZ1|/2««2« I
FLOWCHART - SPUN














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ENTRY POINTS (location): VELA ('04206)
ACCESSABLE VARIABLES (location): FXX ('04654),
FXY ('04656), FXZ ('04660), FYX ('04662), FYY ('04664),
FYZ ('04666), FZX ('04670), FZY ('04672), '
PZZ ('04674)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine, when called, will construct a cosine matrix from
the quaternion which transforms a vector in the body frame to the inertial
frame. It will then multiply the AV in the body frame by this matrix to
get AV in the inertial frame. The cosine matrix can be expressed in terms
of the quaternion elements as:
C(Q) =
' l -2(P y 2+p z 2 )
2(pxPy-
2(PxPy - ^z)
L - 2 ( P 2 + P 2 ;
2(pxPz
2 ( o o - Xp












Observe that all elements of .the matrix consist of various combinations
2 2
of the nine quaternion products: p , p ,
2 x y
P7> ^v"^' PvP-r-PvP-?- X"V' ^f>v and> X/V Therefore, in the subroutinef- A y x. t. y & x jr /.
implementation the nine quaternion products are first calculated. Only 30
bits of each quaternion element is used and the cosine matrix elements














FXX =-|-- RYSQ - RZSQ
FZZ = ± - RXSQ - RYSQ
Now we can write the equations to be implemented as:
DVIX = 4 (FXX DVXB + FXY DVYB + FXZ DVZB)
DVIY = 4 (FYX DVXB + FYY DVYB + FYZ DVZB)
DVIZ = 4 (FZX DVXB + FZY DVYB + FZZ DVZB)
where DVIX is AV in the inertial frame scaled the same as DVBX, AV in
the body frame. Th« flow chart for the implementation on the DDP-516 of
the above derivation follows:
160







L RY. L RZ






1/4 - RYSQ - RZSQ1
RX RY - L RZ '
RX RZ + L RY
1/4 - RXSQ - RZSQ
| FYZ • RY RZ - L RX j
1 FYX - RX RY + L RX |
!FZZ • 1/4 - RXSQ - RYSQ1
| FZX = RX RZ - L RY |





 DVIY = 4
DVIZ
FXX1 FXY1 FXZ1 DVBX
FYX1 FYY1 FYZ1 DVBY






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HICROCOMP T E L E C O M M U N I C A T E D DATA
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MICROCOMP T E L E C O M M U N I C A T E D DATA

























































































ENTRY POINTS (location): VACU ('05506)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine, when called, accumulates delta velocity in the inertia!
frame (DVIX, DVIY and DVIZ calculated by the velocity algorithm, program
source name VESP subroutine entry point VELA). The three accumulators
(XAV1-XAV3, YAVl-YAV3and Z AVI-ZAV3) are triple precision accumula-
tors and a brief examination of this subroutine will show that it performs
the following three tasks:
XAV = XAV + DVIX
215
YAV = YAV + DVIY
215
ZAV = ZAV + DVIZ
215
169







































































































































































































ENTRY POINTS (location): ERGO C2726)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine will do the equivalent of torquing a gyro in a gimbal
IMU. It essentially compensates the gyros for a drift in the inertial frame
and is used to take out WIE, earth rate, thus the acronym ERCO or earth
rate compensation. It does this by transforming the negative of the drift
in the inertial frame into the body frame and adding it to the gyros as an
equivalent NBD. It makes use of the cosine matrix (cL, developed from
Jr>
the quaternion by the subroutine VELA which transforms the AVR intoAV,.








CB is created by VELA and its elements are FXX, FXY, FXZ, FYX, FYY,
FYZ, FZX, FZY and FZZ. This subroutine gains access to the constants
by using the pseudo-op XAC or external address constant. For example,
the pseudo-op XFXX XAC FXX puts the address of FXX in the location
called XFXX. Of course, the transpose of the above matrix (C1^) is FXX,
FYX, FZX, FXY, FYY, FZY, FXZ, FYZ and FZZ.
The X, Y and Z inertial rates to be compensated for are stored in
octal locations 250, 251 and 252 respectively. These are specially scaled
constants that are the negative of the earth rate sensed on these inertial
axes. If, for example, the X, Y and Z inertial axes were north, east and
down at this latitude (42°, 21', 51"), locations 250, 251 and 252 would contain
the octal constants -44121, 0 and 40763. The A0 , A6> and A0,, to be
}\ Y L-t
compensated are-contained in octal locations 414, 416 and 420. The
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ENTRY POINTS (location): ATTA 005060)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
This subroutine when called will perform a third order attitude
algorithm to update the quaternion of rotation. The equation representing
the algorithm can be expressed as:
Py' = XS«y + RPy
X1 = -S(p • a) + RX
where
M = a • a
R = (I -
S = (1 ---
expanding this equation, if we define A = A0 A0 + A 6 A 9 + A 9 A 9









 PX"*""^^Q J L~~TL + V Z2 £~A y Z48 ^~
to determine P ', replace x, y, z subscripts by y, z, x in the equation for
p '. To determine n ', replace x, y, z subscripts by z, x, y in. the equation
X Z -
174
for p '. Then,
X1 = -S(p • a) + RX
therefore:
. .
In the present DDP516 implementation the actual numbers in the computer
are scaled as follows:
DX = 26A0 o rA0 = DX 2~6
X X.
DY = 26A0 o r A 0 = DY 2~6
t/ i7
DZ = 2 6 A 0 o r A 0 = DZ 2~6
RX = -5^ or p = 2RX
& X
PvRY = -^or
 Py = 2RY
RZ = -r-or p^ = 2RZ£ Z
L = -£-or X = 2L
^j
D2 = 212A or A = D2 2~12 = (DX2 + DY2 + DZ2) 2~12
now substituting this scaling into the equation given above we find:
, _
 nnv , L DX L D2 DX D2 RX2RX' = 2RX+
 Rb2 3 2 2
RY DZ - RZ DY D2(RY DZ - RZ DY)
26 32 2 1
if we define
ARX = RX1 - RX
then,
175
AR-X- - L DX LD DX D2 RX , RY DZ - RZ DY D2(RY DZ - DZ DY)
AHA s go 15 + 7 99
2' 3 232 215 27 3 222
also,
.2
, _ OT PL RX DX + RY DY + RZ DZ2L' = 2L -
26
D2(RX DX + RY DY + RZ DZ)
32 2 1
and if
AL = L1 - L,
AT D2L RX DX + RY DY + RZ DZ , D2(RX DX + RY DY + RZ DZ)
A l j
 ~ I S 7 " * " : 9 9
215 2{ 32 2 2
The equations for ARY and ARZ are obtained in a similar manner.
A 16 bit word in the DDP516 is made up of a sign bit and 15 bits of
fraction. For example, 0110 000 000 000 000 represents +.75 decimal.
Each quaternion component is made up of three of these numbers. For
example, L will be represented by
T 1 + L2 L3
L1
 215 23° '
which is equivalent to a 45 bit signed fraction where 'the sign bits of L2
and L3 are ignored. Tn core LI is in location '460, L2 in '461 and L3 +
'40000 is in'463. Location'462 is normally zero except when^463 overflows
into '462 which is then added to '461. RX, RY and RZ follow L in core in
locations '464, '470 and '474 respectively. A unit quaternion in core
<x= i. "x = o, fly = o, PZ = o
or
L = 1/2, RX = 0, RY = 0, RZ = 0)
would look like the following (in octal):
*Since only Ll and L2 are used in the velocity algorithm, the '40000 (1/2)






















































DX, DY and DZ are single precision fractions. However, D will be 30
bits and will be represented by
D21
.15














































RZ1 DY RZ2 DY RZ3 DY
,22 ,37
177
D21 RY1 DZ D21 RY2 DZ _ D21 RY3 DZ
3X22 2 3X237 3X252
+ D21 RZ1 DY t D21 RZ2 DY , D21 RZ3 DY
. 3X222 3X237 3X252
D22 RY1 DZ D22 RY2 DZ D22 RY3 DZ
3X237 3X252 3X267
+ D22 RZ1 DY | D22 RZ2 DY , D22 RZ3 DY
3X237 3X252 3X267
D21 LI D21 L2 D21 L3 D22 LI D22 L2 D22 L3
215 - 230 245 - 230 ; 245 360
RX1 DX RX2 DX RX3 DX RY1 DY _ RY2 DY RY3 DY
„ 7
 922 937 _7 O22 937
a £t £t & £t ft
RZ1 DZ RZ2 DZ RZ3 DZ
27 222 237
+ D21 RX1 DX , D21 RX2 DX { D21 RX3 DX
3X222 3X237 3X2^2
+ D21 RY1 DY
 | D21 RY2 DY , D21 RY3 DY
3X222 3X237 3X252
t D21 RZ1 DZ , D21 RZ2 DZ | D21 RZ3 DZ
3X22 2 3X237 3X252
+ D22 RX1 DX , D22 RX2 DX , D22 RX3 DX
3X237 3X252 3X267
+ D22 RY1 DY , D22 RY2 DY , D22 RY3 DY
3X237 3X252 3X267
+ D22 RZ1 DZ , D22 RZ2 DZ , D22 RZ3 DZ
3X237 3X252 3X267
With ARY and ARZ defined in a similar manner. .
178
The algorithm that is written considers L, RX, RY and RZ to have
only 37 bits of significance. Therefore, all terms in the final equations
37
with denominators greater than 2
final equations to be programmed to:
 can be ignored. This simplifies the
LI DX , L2 DX DX D 1 LI
= + TT~- 92
2 2 3X2
D21 RX1 D21 RX2 D22 RX1
215 230 230
RY1 DZ
 | RY2 D,Z RZ1J)Y RZ2 DY
27 222 27 222




,T D21 LI D21 L2 D22 LI
215 230 230
RX1 DX RX2 DX RY1 DY RY2 DY RZ1 DZ
27 222 27 222 27
. D21 KX1 DX . D 2 1 R Y 1 D Y , D 21RZ1DZ
RZ2 DZ
222
.3X2 2 2 3X22 2 3X22 2
The final simplification is to replace
( -2D 2 l ) /3
with a variable called D3 and to calculate 27 ARX, 27 ARY, 27 ARZ and 27
AL before deriving ARX, ARY, ARZ and AL. The program equations then
27 ARX = LI DX +
are:
 ,
 A nv _ T , _„ , L2 DX , DX D3 LI
215 216
D21 RX1 D21 RX2 D22 RX1
223
+ RY1 DZ + RY2 DZ - RZ1 DY - RZ2 BY
215 215




o7 AT D21 LI D21 L2 D22L1
28 " 223 " 223














I S1 = -PZ2 DY t I
I P Y 2 - D Z * L2 OX I
I
I
I S2 = (D»«2I 1- BX1 |
I * ( (P**2) 1 BX2 * 1
I (D««2|2 I




I DIBT * -PZ1 DY • I









\ ( A , P ) / 2 « « 7 - S2 I
I
I
Y « t . 0 «
I DL'X
I + D'-"X I
I
I
X 9 I ? 9
t THF. I AST 7 STF.ns I
I r A ' . C V T . f t T F D D! : X = I
I 2 > » T DFLTJ PX, I
I ^FPFA" 1 THFr M T T " I
I C H A N G F S I N ' T H F I
I V > - > T A ? I E S Tn 1ET I




I !. = '-• I
I ( r ! L ) / 2 « « T I
I
X11 I "
I PX = 'PX * I




I PY = BY • I




I P? » BZ • I • .
I (DI .PZ) /2««7 I
, FLOWCHART - ATTA
• EIIT *





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HICROCOHP T E L E C O M M U N I C A T E D DATA































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0277 000466 RX3 EQO L1+6
0278 OOOU70 RY1 EQO L1+8
0279 00047V RY2 EQO L1+9
0280 OOOU72 RY3 EQD L1+10
0281 OOOU7U RZ1 EQO LV+12
0282 OOOH75 BZ2 EQO L1+13
02R3 OOOU76 PZ3 EQO L1+1U
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